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We consider independence system polytopes, i.e. polytopes whose extreme points are the incidence 
vectors of the sets of an independence system. We first give a sufficient condition for recognizing 
Boolean  facets. Then,  the notion of antiweb  introduced by Trotter for graphs  is generalized  to 
independence systems and used for obtaining canonical facets  of the associated polytopes. We 
also point out how  our results relate with known  ones for knapsack, set covering and matroid 
polytopes. 
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1.  Introduction 
Given a  finite set E  =  {el ....  , en},  an  independence system  (IS for short)  on  E  is a 
family J  of subsets of E  closed under inclusion, i.e. satisfying the following property: 
(I1)  If Jc~¢  and  I  c  J, then  IcJ. 
A  set belonging to J  is  called  independent  and  a  set that  does not belong to J  is 
called dependent.  Minimal (for set inclusion) dependent sets are called circuits and 
we denote by ~(J)  the family of circuits of J. The collection cg(j) is a  clutter, i.e., 
if C, U' e  Y(J)  and C  c_ C', then C  =  C'. An independence system is fully character- 
ized by its family of circuits and,  conversely, every clutter  ~g  determines  a  unique 
IS:  ~¢(~)={IcE:  C¢I  for  all  Ce~}.The  rank function  of the  IS~  is the  set 
function  defined by r(S)=max(lll:  leJ  and  I~  S)  for all S c  _  E.  We also define 
the independence number a (J)  of the IS J  as the maximum size of the independent 
sets, i.e. a(J)  =  r(E).  Notice that, if all circuits have size two, then J  is the family 
of stable sets of the graph G  with E  as nodeset and ~  as edgeset and the independence 
number  is exactly the  stability number  of G  as  defined in  [1].  For a  subset  S c  E, 
the family Js  =  {I e J:  I  _c S} is clearly an IS on S  whose family of circuits is given 
by  COs =  {C c  ~:  C  c  S}  and  whose  independence  number  satisfies  a(Js) = r(S) 
(note that,  when  ~  is a  matroid, this is the  classical notion  of restriction, cf.  [17, 
Chap.  4]). 
Given  an  IS ~¢  on  E,  we  define  the  independence  system polytope:  P = P(J)= 
Conv(J)  of R e  to be the  convex hull  of the incidence vectors  of the independent 
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and  one  is  interested  in  finding  an  independent  set  of maximum weight,  which 
amounts to solving the following optimization problem: 
 ax miz  
subject to  xe P(~¢). 
This problem can be solved, at least in theory, by linear programming techniques 
if one can describe the polytope P(J)  by a  (minimal) system of linear inequalities. 
In practice,  some efficient procedures  for the  above optimization problem can be 
found  even  if  only  a  partial  description  of  P(J)  is  available.  Hence,  it  is  of 
fundamental  interest  to  find  some classes  of valid  inequalities  defining  facets  for 
P(J).  Much work was done in this direction, mainly based on the study of special 
configurations  of the family of circuits  (for another approach, based on the  study 
of structural properties ofmatroidal type of the family J  of independent sets, see [5]). 
For any IS J  on /~  and any subset  S  of E, the inequality: 
Y  x~ <~ r(S)  (1.1) 
ecS 
is  clearly a  valid  inequality  for  P(J),  called  rank inequality;  it is  also  said  to  be 
Boolean  since its nonzero  coefficients take all the  same value.  Hence, it is natural 
to ask for some conditions  on J  (or  ~g(J))  and  S  that ensure that  (1.1)  induces a 
facet; when S = E, the facet induced by (1.1) is also called canonical facet of P(J). 
A  subset  S  of  E  is  called  closed  if  r(Su{e})>~r(S)+l  holds  for  all  elements 
e c E-  S  and  S  is  called  nonseparable  if r(S)~-r(T)+ r(S-T)  holds  for all  non- 
empty subsets  T  of S  with  T#  S.  It is  easy to  see that  a  necessary condition  for 
the  rank  inequality  (1.1)  to  be  facet  inducing  is  that  the  set  S  be  closed  and 
nonseparable. For some classes of IS, this condition is also sufficient. For instance, 
when the  IS j  is a  matroid, i.e.  satisfies the condition: 
(I2)  For all  /, Jc~  with [II~-IJI,  there exists  ecJ-I  such that I+ecJ; 
then it is a well known result by Edmonds [7] (see also [10]) that the facets of P(J) 
are  generated  by the  rank  inequalities  (1.1)  for closed  and  nonseparable  subsets 
S_c E.  The  same result  holds  when  the  1S J  can be  written  as  the  intersection  of 
two matroids [8,  10].  In general,  however, there  exist non-Boolean  facets;  one  of 
the known techniques for producing some is by "lifting" known facets--for instance, 
Boolean ones--of a lower dimensional polytope (for references on lifting procedures, 
see,  for instance,  [3b,  11,  13,  14]).  We give in  Section 3  a  sufficient condition  for 
recognizing the Boolean facets (1.1); we also show how our result relates with known 
characterizations  of Boolean facets for knapsack and matroid polytopes, as well as 
known conditions  for the  existence of canonical  facets for set covering polytopes. 
For the node packing polytope, various classes of graphs have been introduced 
that yield  canonical  facets;  for instance, the  cliques,  odd holes  and  odd  antiholes 
in [12], the webs and antiwebs in [16]. Some extensions of these results to indepen- 
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odd holes and antiholes are defined. In this paper, we give a further generalization 
of these notions; we introduce in Section 4 a  class of IS: The generalized antiwebs 
and we characterize the ones having canonical facets. We also point out the relation 
existing between generalized antiwebs  and the  (q, t)-roses introduced by Sassano 
in  [14]  for the  set  covering polytope.  For  this,  let  us  now  recall  explicitly the 
correspondence between IS and set covering polytopes. 
Many  IS  arise  as  the  family of solutions  of integer programming  problems  of 
packing type. More precisely, let M  be an  m x n  matrix with coefficients in {0, 1} 
and  b c ~"  be a vector with nonzero integer coordinates. The following polytopes 
are often considered: 
Q0 = Conv({x ~ {0, 1}~: Mx t> 1,}), 
Po = Conv({x e {0, 1}":  Mx ~< 1.}), 




where we refer to (1.2) as the set coveringpolytope, to (1.3) as the set packing polytope 
(which  can be transformed into  an  equivalent node  packing  polytope, using  the 
notion  of intersection graph,  cf.  [12])  and  to  (1.4)  as  the  generalized  set packing 
polytope  or IS polytope, 1,  denoting the  n-vector whose coordinates are all equal 
to 1. Note that, when m = 1, then P  is a knapsack polytope. The family o¢ of subsets 
of [1, n]  whose  incidence vectors belong to  the  polytope P  is  clearly an  IS  and 
P  = P(J)  holds. 
In  the  particular case  when,  for all j~[1, m],  bj+l  is  equal  to the  number  of 
nonzero coordinates of the jth  row of M, the circuits of J  correspond exactly to 
those  rows  of  M  that  do  not  dominate  any  other  row  of  M;  furthermore,  the 
polytope (1.4)  can be transformed into the  set covering polytope (1.2),  and  con- 
versely, by using the substitution: x' = 1, -  x. Note also that, in this case, if M denotes 
the family of subsets  of [1, n]  whose incidence vectors are the rows of the matrix 
M, then, the IS o~ can bc dc~:,ibed by: 
J=j(~¢)={I~[1,  hi:  II~Ai<~IAI-1  for all ac  ~/}.  (1.5) 
Generally, let cg denote the family of circuits of the IS J  associated to the polytope 
P; then one can alternatively describe P  by: 
P=Convlxc{0,1}n:  ~  xe<~,C,-1  for all  C~/ 
e~C  ) 
and, if one considers the corresponding set covering polytope: 
Q=Conv{xc{0,1}':  ~e~cXe~>lforallC~) 
then  the  two  polytopes  P,  Q  can  always  be  mapped  one  into  the  other by the 
transformation: x'= 1, -x. Consequently, set covering and IS polytopes are, at least 
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the  above  transformation--and  we  will  refer to  this  equivalence  throughout  the 
paper  when  comparing  results  for  1S  and  set  covering  polyhedra.  An  obvious 
implication of this fact is that any result stated for the IS polytope can be translated 
and used for the set covering problem and conversely. 
2.  Definitions and  notations 
In the  following,  In  (resp.  On)  denotes the  vector of Nn  whose  coordinates  are all 
equal to  1  (resp. 0).  For all  a ~ R,  [a]  denotes the  largest integer less  or equal to 
a.  Given a  set I, the vector:  x I = (Xe)e~E  denotes the  incidence vector of I  defined 
by: x~e =  1 if e c I  and 0 otherwise. Also, given some elements e ~ I, e' ~ I, we denote 
by I+e' the set I~{e'}  and by I-e  the set I-{e}. 
A  polyhedron P ~ Nn is the intersection of finitely many closed halfspaces and, if 
P  also is bounded, then P  is a polytope. The dimension  of a polyhedron P, denoted 
by dim P,  is the  maximum number of affinely independent  points in  P  minus one 
and, if On ~ P, then dim P  is equal to the maximum number of linearly independent 
points  in  P.  The polyhedron  P  is  called full dimensional  if its  dimension  is  equal 
to  n.  In the following, for any IS J  on  E, we can assume w.l.o.g, that  P(J)  is full 
dimensional,  i.e. that {e} c J  for all  e ~ E. Given a  polyhedron P,  c c En  and/3 6 ~, 
the inequality:  c. x ~</3 is called valid for P  if it is satisfied by all points of P; then, 
the  set:  V={xcP:  c. x=/3}  is  called  the face  of P  induced  (or  defined)  by the 
inequality  c. x ~</3. A facet  is a  face of P  having dimension  dim P-  1; hence, if P 
is full dimensional, then each facet is determined by a unique, up to positive multiple, 
valid inequality. 
For the  terminology  and  the  basic  properties  for graphs  and  bypergraphs,  we 
refer for instance to  [1]  and, for matroid theory notions, to [17]. 
3.  A  sufficient condition for the existence of Boolean facets 
Given  an  independence  system J  on  /~  with  ~  as  family of circuits  and  r(.)  as 
rank function  and given a  subset  S  of E, we define a  graph  Gs(oqs), called  critical 
graph ofo.¢  on S, having S  as node set and whose edges are defined as follows: two 
distinct  elements  e,  e'  of S  are  adjacent  in  Gs(J)  if and  only  if there  exists  an 
independent  set  I  satisfying:  I_c S,  II[= r(S),  e c I,  e'¢: I  and  I-  e+ e' c J.  If we 
denote by ~\{e, e'} the subcollection of c~ formed by the circuits that do not contain 
the pair {e. e'}, then,  the following can be easily observed: 
Remark 3.1.  Two distinct  elements  e,  e' of S  are adjacent in  Gs(J)  if and only if 
ee (J(Us\{e, e'}))/> c~ (is)+  1; i.e. the removal of all circuits  of ~'s containing both 
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Theorem 3.2.  Let S  be a  closed subset orE and assume that the critical graph  Gs(~) 
of ~  on S  is connected.  Then the rank inequality  (1.1), ~'e~S Xe <~ r( S),  induces a facet 
of the polytope p(js). 
Proof.  Let  V  be  the  face  of P(J)  induced  by the  valid  inequality  (1.1).  Suppose 
that  there  exists  another  valid  inequality  c. x ~/3  such that  V = {x c P: c. x =/3}. 
We prove that  c. x  and ~e~s xe  are identical  linear  forms up to positive  multiple; 
i.e.  that  Ce = 0  for all  e 6 E-  S  and  ce =  ce,,  for all  e, e'c S.  Take  first  an  element 
ecE-S.  Since  S  is  a  closed  set,  r(S+e)>~r(S)+l;  therefore,  one  can  find  an 
independent set I  such that e ~ I, [I c~ S[ =  r(S). Hence the incidence vectors x 1, x 1-~ 
of the sets  I, I  -  e  belong to the face  V, implying that  c. x ~ =  c. x ~-~ =/3  and thus 
G = 0. Take now two distinct  elements  e, e' ~ S  and  suppose that they are  adjacent 
in Gs(~). Then, there exists a set I  ~ ~  such that: I  _~ S, e ~ I, e'~ I, I' =  I  -  e +  e' ~ J 
and 111 = 1I'1 =  r(S). Thus, the incidence vectors x 1, x r  of I, I' lie on the face  V and 
we have therefore that  c. x ~ = c. xr=fl  which implies that  G =  G;. It now follows 
easily from the  connectivity of Gs(~) that  c  e = G, for all  e, e'~ E.  [] 
Remark 3.3.  Theorem 3.2 extends Chv~tal's result [4, Theorem 4.2] for the existence 
of canonical facets for the node packing polytope. Via the correspondence mentioned 
above  between  IS  and  set  covering  polytopes,  Theorem  3.2  in  the  case  S=  E 
corresponds  to Lemma 3.1  from [14]. Also, Theorem 3.2  extends  a  closely related 
result  given by Sekiguchi  in  [15] for IS defined  by (1.5).  For this,  we reformulate 
the problem which was considered  in [15]. 
Given a  family ~/  of subsets  of E, we consider the IS ~  =~(~/)  defined by (1.5) 
and, for all  Bc~/,  the IS ~(~/-B)  ={Ic  E:  IIc~AI<~IAI-1  for all A~sg, A~  B}. 
In  [15],  a  set  Bc~  is  called  critical  if  a(~(~-B))~a(~)+l.  Let  ~*  be  the 
collection  of all  critical  sets  of zg and  Y((~) =  (E, ~/*)  be  the  hypergraph  with  E 
as nodeset  and  ~*  as edgeset. 
Proposition 3.4  [15].  If the hypergraph  Y((~)  is connected,  then  the  inequality  (3.1) 
induces a facet of P(~). 
We now show that  Proposition 3.4 is,  in fact,  implied by Theorem 3.2. 
Proposition 3.5.  If the hypergraph  Y{(~)  is connected,  then  the critical graph  GE(o.¢) 
is connected. 
Proof.  The assertion  follows easily from the following claim: 
Claim 3.6.  If two distinct elements ore  are contained in a common critical set of ~*, 
then they are adjacent in  G~(~). 
Proof.  Take two distinct  elements  e, e' of E  and  a  set B ~ M*  such that {e, e'} ~  B, 
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for all A c M, A #  B. We finish the proof by showing that  I  is indeed  independent 
in  J(~\{e,  e'}),  i.e.  that  any circuit  contained  in  I  must  contain  both  e, e'. Take 
C  c  ~  such  that  C c  L  It  can  be  easily verified from the  definition  of J  that  C 
indeed  belongs  to  sO.  It  follows  from  the  definition  of  I  that  C  = B  and  thus 
{e,e'}cC.  [] 
Remark 3.7.  The  converse  of proposition  3.5  is  false  as  shown  by the  following 
example. Take E  = {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} and ~' = {123,124, 235,245,345}  (where 123 stands 
for the set {1, 2, 3}, for short).  It is easy to verify that there is only one critical set 
in  ~/:  345  and, thus,  the  hypergraph  Y((fl~) is not connected;  however, the critical 
graph  GE(J)  is  connected  and  more precisely it has the  following configuration: 
1 
We now prove that, for matroid and knapsack polytopes, the necessary condition 
of Theorem 3.2 for the existence of Boolean facets is also a  sufficient condition. 
When the  IS ~¢ is a  matroid, we saw in  Section  1 that the rank inequalities  (1.1) 
yielding  facets  are  exactly the  ones  obtained  from  closed  and  nonseparable  sets 
S _c E. In the following, we indicate precisely how this fact relates with the condition 
from Theorem 3.2. 
Proposition 3.8.  Let ~  be a matroid on E  and S be a subset orE.  We have equivalence 
between the following assertions: 
(i)  The rank inequality  (1.1)  induces a facet of P(fl;). 
(ii)  S  is closed and nonseparable. 
(iii)  S  is closed and the graph Gs(J  s)  is connected. 
Proof.  It is enough to show that the implication (ii)~(iii).  For this, we prove that 
if the graph Gs(J  ~) is not connected, then the set S is separable. Suppose that Gs(~) 
is not connected and let A_c S  denote the nodeset of one connected component of 
Gs(~¢)  and  B=S-A;  then,  A,  B  are  nonempty  and  any  two  nodes  belonging 
respectively to A,  B  are not  adjacent.  We  show that  r(S) = r(A) + r(B)  holds.  Let 
I  be a  maximal independent  subset of A, then  ]I] = r(A);  one can complete I  into 
a  maximal independent  subset  K  of S,  thus  K  = IuJ  with  J_~ B  and  ]K] = r(S). 
If [JI ~< r(B),  then,  there  exists  an  element x c B-  J  such  that  J  w x ~ ~¢. Applying 
axiom  (I2)  to  the  independent  sets  J  u  x  and  K  = J  u  I,  one  deduces  that  there M.  Laurent /  Generalized antiwebs  103 
exists  an  element  y ~ K-  J  =  I  such  that  K-y  + x c J;  this  implies  by  definition 
that  x,  y  are  adjacent  in  Gs(fl  5)  contradicting  the  fact that  x c  B,  y ~ A  belong  to 
distinct  connected  components  of Gs(J).  Therefore,  ]JI =  r(B)  holds,  from which 
one  deduces  that  r(S)= r(A)+ r(B), i.e.  S  is  separable.  [] 
We now examine how Theorem 3.2 relates with known results concerning Boolean 
facets  of the  knapsack  polytope.  We  adopt  the  notations  from  [2].  Let  E  =  [1, n] 
and  a0, al,...,  an  be  positive  numbers  such  that  a11>'''~>a,.  We  consider  the 
knapsack polytope: 
KP-- Conv({x ~ {0, 1}":  alxl +" • • + anxn <~ ao}).  (3.9) 
Let J  be  the  IS  on  E  associated  with  KP,  hence  P(~.¢)--KP;  let  r(.)  be  its  rank 
function and  ~£ be its family of circuits (note that the circuits are exactly the minimal 
covers  as  defined  in  [2]).  Given  a  circuit  C  =  {j~ ....  ,j,.}  with  1 <~jl ~""  ":%L ~< n, 
its  extension  is  defined  by:  E(C) = C w {j ~ E  -  C:  aj >~ aj,} =  {1,...  ,j~} w  C.  It  is 
well known  that,  for each  circuit  C, the  inequality: 
xe<~[C[-1  (3.10) 
e~E(C) 
is valid  for KP  (or  P(J))  and  that  KP can be equivalently  defined  by: 
e~E(C) 
In the  next proposition,  we recall how  all  Boolean  facets  can be generated  from 
inequalities  (3.10). 
Proposition  3.11  [2].  Let  S  be  a  subset  of E.  The  rank  inequality  (1.1)  induces 
a  facet  of P(~)  (=KP)  if and  only  if there  exists  a  circuit  C={jl,...,jc}  with 
1 <~j~ ~-'.  "~j~<~ n such  that S = E(C)  and satisfying  the following  conditions: 
When S ~  E,  ~  aj <~ ao  where ail = max(aj:  j  c  E  -  S),  (3.12) 
j~C--.Jl+i I 
aj<~ao.  (3.13) 
jeC  {jl,J2}+ 1 
Then  r(S) =  [C]- 1  holds. 
Proposition  3.14.  We have equivalence between the following assertions: 
(i)  The rank inequality  (1.1)  induces a facet of the polytope P(~) (=KP). 
(ii)  S  is the extension  of a  circuit C  satisfying  (3.12)  and  (3.13). 
(iii)  S  is closed and  the graph  Gs(J)  is connected. 
Proof.  It is  enough  to  show  the  implication  (ii)~(iii).  Take  a  subset  S  such  that 
S  = E(C) =  [1,jl] u  C  where  C  =  {jl ....  ,jc} is a  circuit satisfying (3.12)  and (3.13). 
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the fact that ae <<- ai, that the set C -j~ + e is independent which implies that r(S u  e) >~ 
[C[ = r(S) + 1. We now show that the graph  Gs(J) is connected.  For this, we show 
that every element e ~ S  is adjacent to j~. Take first e =Jk for 2~  <  k~  <  c.  Since  C  is 
a  circuit,  both  sets  C-j1,  C--jk  are  independent  sets  of cardinality  r(S)  which 
implies that Jl, Jk are adjacent.  Consider now an element e,  1 ~< e ~-Jl ; then a~ ~< aa 
which, together with (3.13),  implies that the  set  C-{ja,j2}+  e  is independent  and 
one deduces  again that  e,  j~  are adjacent.  [] 
An  additional  example,  where  the  sufficient  condition  of Theorem 3.2  for the 
existence of canonical facets is also necessary, is provided by set covering polytopes 
associated  with  fi-maximal  matrices,  considered  by  Cornuejols  and  Sassano  [6, 
Prop. 4]. 
We conclude this section by pointing out how the notion of critical cutset, defined 
by  Balas  and  Zemel  [3a]  for  the  node  packing  polytope,  by  Sekiguchi  [15]  for 
general IS and by Cornuejols and Sassano [6] for the set covering polytope, relates 
with the notion of closed and nonseparable set we considered before. Given a family 
of subsets  of E,  let ~=J(.~)  be the  IS  defined  by (1.5)  and  r(.)  be its  rank 
function.  For a  nonempty subset  S ~  E, one defines its  cutset C(S) = (S, E -  S)  as 
the subcollection of ~q formed by all sets A ~ J  that meet both S  and E  -  S. When 
removing  C(S)  from  ~/,  one  obtains  the  IS J(J-C(S))  whose  independence 
number is obviously given by: 
ce(J( M -  C( S) ) ) = a(~qSs) + c~(~  s) = r( S) + r( E  -  S) >~ a(~). 
In  [15],  the  cutset  C(S)  is  called  critical  if  c¢(J(M-C(S)))>~cr(~)+I  holds. 
Therefore, saying that the set E  is nonseparable amounts to saying that every cutset 
of~  is critical and, thus,  Proposition  1 from [3a]  (see also [15])  and, equivalently, 
Proposition  1  from  [6]  for  the  set  covering  polytope,  are  simply  stating  that  a 
necessary condition for having a  canonical facet is that the set E  be nonseparable. 
Similarly,  saying that the  set  S  is  closed  amounts to  saying that,  for all  e c E-  S, 
the cutset C(S) = (S, e) of J;s+¢ is not critical; hence, Theorem 3 from [3a, 15] and, 
equivalently, Proposition 3 from [6] for the set covering polytope, can be rephrased 
as follows: 
Proposition 3.15.  We have equivalence between the following assertions: 
(i)  The rank inequality  (1.1)  induces a facet of P(~). 
(ii)  S  is closed and the rank inequality  (1.1)  induces a facet of P(~s). 
4.  Generalized  antiwebs and their canonical facets 
Let  n,  t,  q  be  some integers  such  that  n/> t/> q/> 2.  We  denote  the  groundset  by 
E={el,  e2,..., en},  IEl=n  and  we  define  the  sets:  N={1,2,...,  n}  and,  for all 
ic N,  E ~  ={ei, e~+~,...,  ei+,  1}  (where the indices  are taken modulo  n)  formed by 
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We call (n, t, q)-generalized  antiweb  on  E  the family of subsets of E  denoted by 
M~V(n, t, q)  and defined by: 
M~/'(n,t,q)={C~_E:  ]C]=q  and  C~E  ~ for some  i~N}. 
In the following, we will refer to the (n, t, q)-generalized antiweb as the independence 
system having sC~V(n, t, q)  as family of circuits  as well. 
The (n, t, q)-generalized antiwebs contain as special cases the following structures: 
-antiwebs  with  parameters  n,  t  when  q = 2,  i.e.  in  the  graph  theoretical  sense 
(cf. [16]). 
-generalized cliques  (cf. [9,  11,  15])  when  n =  t. 
-generalized odd holes  (cf. [9])  when  q =  t  and  t  does not divide  n. 
-generalized antiholes  (cf. [9])  when  n = qt+ 1. 
(Notice  that the  objects  introduced  in  [9]  are  slightly  more general;  basically,  in 
[9], the points are "blown up" and replaced by pairwise disjoint sets.) 
In view  of the  correspondence  between  IS  and  set  covering polytopes  that  we 
pointed out in Section 1, it can be easily verified that (n, t, q)-generalized antiwebs 
correspond, in fact, to the  (q, t)-roses of order  n  introduced by Sassano in [14]  in 
the set covering context. We became aware of this fact after reading Sassano's paper, 
but we felt that there were still some strong motivations for the study of generalized 
antiwebs. In particular, one of our purposes was to provide a new and more elegant, 
also constructive and simpler, proof for the characterization of generalized antiwebs 
having canonical facets (cf. Proposition 4.2 and Theorem 4.7 and, in parallel, Lemma 
3.2 and Theorem 3.1  from [14]).  We also wanted to show how the notion  of roses 
introduced for the set covering polytope relates, in fact, to well known objects: the 
antiwebs in the graph theoretical context, henceforth unifying results that apparently 
apply to  different  contexts.  Moreover,  our  approach  suggests  a  natural  extension 
of this work to the study of generalized  webs  ~'(n,  t, q)  which can be defined by: 
~'( n, t, q ) = { C ~_ E :  I  Cl = q  and  C C E ~ for all  ioN}. 
Remark  4.1.  A  set  I  ___ E  is independent in .N°/4/'(n,  t, q) if and only if ]I c~ E  ~] ~< q -  1 
for all  i ~ N. 
In the following, we give in Proposition 4.2 the numerical value of the indepen- 
dence number of sg~'(n,  t, q)  and, in Theorem 4.7, we characterize the generalized 
antiwebs having canonical  facets. 
Proposition  4.2.  The independence  number  of ~l~V(n,  t, q)  is given  by: 
e~(sg~U(n,  t, q))=  [n(cl-tl) 1. 
Proof.  By using Remark 4.1, we have that, for any independent set/, ~7=1 ]I c~ E i] ~< 
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that  ~7_l[IC~Ei[=t[I[  and  therefore  II[<~n(q-1)/t  which  implies  that 
a(~g~V(n,  t, q)) <~ [n(q -  1)/t]. 
In order  to show the  reverse inequality,  we exhibit  an  independent  set  I  of size 
]I[ -- [n(q -  1)/t]. For this, consider the integers a, p  obtained by Euclidean  division 
of n(q-  1)  by  t,  i.e. 
l n q: 1)]  n(q-1)=at+p  with0~p<~t-1  and  a=  .  (4.3) 
We  define  the  following  set  I: 
I={euk:  0~<k~a-l}  with  uk=l+[~J.  (4.4) 
We  now  show  that  I  is  indeed  an  independent  set of size  a  -~ [n(q-  1)/t].  It can 
be  easily  observed  that,  for  all  k,k'  such  that  O<~k~-k'<~a-1,  the  inequality 
l<~uk~-Uk,<~n  holds,  which  therefore  implies  that  IIl=a.  We  verify  that  I  is 
independent,  i.e.,  in  view  of Remark  4.l,  that  IIc~Eil~q-1  holds  for  all  i~N. 
Suppose  for contradiction  that,  for some  i ~ N,  we  have  II c~ Eil ~> q.  Let  k  be the 
first integer  such  that  euk e  E i,  i.e. 
If II c~ E~I ~> q,  then this  implies  that  e ...... ~ E ~, i.e. 
Uk+q-1  l+L (k+q-1)n]  =  ~< i +  t -  1.  (4.6) 
By using the  fact that  [x+yJ  ~> Ix] +  [y]  holds  for all reals x, y  and the inequality 
[n(q-1)/aJ>~t,  we  deduce  from  (4.5)  and  (4.6)  that  i+t--l>~uk+q_l>~ 
uk +  In(q--1)/aJ  t> i+ t  holds,  yielding  a  contradiction.  [] 
Theorem 4.7.  The valid inequality: 
l 
induces  a facet  of the polytope  P  = P(s~7£'(n,  t, q))  if and  only  if n = t  or t  does  not 
divide  n (q -  1). 
Proof.  When  n =  t, then, as we already mentioned,  the (n, n, q)-generalized  antiweb 
corresponds  to a  generalized  clique  for which  it is known that  (4.8)  induces  a  facet 
of P  (see  [9,  11,  15]).  Hence,  we can assume  that  ten. 
Let us first assume that  t  divides  n(q -  1). Then  (4.8)  can be obtained  as a  linear 
combination  of the  inequalities:  Y~e~, Xe ~< q--1  that  are  valid  for  P  for  all  i c  N 
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We  now  assume  that  t  does  not  divide  n(q-1).  We  prove  that  (4.8)  induces  a 
facet  of  P  by  using  Theorem  3.2,  i.e.  we  show  that  the  critical  graph  G  =  GE(J) 
associated with the antiweb is connected. For this, take the independent  set I  defined 
by relation (4.4)  that we considered in the proof of Proposition 4.2.  By construction, 
we  have  that  e~ ~ I  and  also  en ~  L  Else,  if en ~ I,  then  this  implies that  n  =  u~-i = 
1 +  [(a -  1)n/a]  =  1 +  n +  [-n/c~J  and  thus  [-n/aJ  =  -1,  yielding  the  inequality 
n <~ a  ; using relation (4.3),  we deduce that  at +  p  =  n (q -  1) <~ a  (q -  1) ~< at yielding 
a  contradiction.  We  define the  set  I' =  I  -  e~ +  en ; then,  in order to  show that  el,  en 
are adjacent  in  G, it is  enough  to check that  I' also  is  an independent  set.  For this, 
it can be easily seen that it suffices to verify that II' c~ E  n  '+'l ~< q -  1, i.e. I1 n  E "- t+ 11 ~< 
q-2.  Suppose  for  contradiction  that  I  I  c~ E  n-t+~]/> q-  1  holds;  this  implies  that 
n  t+l  e .....  cE  ,i.e.n-t+l<~u~  q+~=l+L(c~-q+l)n/aJ  from which we deduce 
that  n(q -  1)/a  ~< t  and  thus  n(q -  1)/a  =  t, i.e.  n(q -  1)/t =  a.  We therefore  obtain 
a  contradiction  with the  assumption  that  t  does  not  divide  n(q-  1).  [] 
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